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12, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Data

center colocation Market by Type,

Enterprise Size and Industry Vertical:

Global Opportunity Analysis and

Industry Forecast, 2021-2028.

Asia-Pacific is expected to exhibit

highest growth during the forecast

period, owing to strong economic

growth along with the ongoing

development in the IT and telecom

sector, which drives organizations to

invest heavily in data center colocation

to sustain growth and improve productivity. In addition, factors such as major shift toward digital

transformation, rise in cloud deployment and technological advancement among small &

medium businesses, and ongoing modernization of data center and use of big data analytics in

the organization drives heavy investment in data center colocation in emerging economies.

Furthermore, enterprises in Asia-Pacific are focusing on enhancing their operations and

increasing their overall efficiency to stay competitive in the market, which is expected to provide

lucrative opportunities for the growth of the market during the forecast period.

Request Sample Report: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/338

The concept of data center colocation has gained attraction nowadays due to the increasing

need for additional data storage capacity to meet the requirements of internal and external IT

services. In order to increase the existing data center capacity, the colocation data center has

emerged as a lucrative option to enhance the business continuity. Many enterprises, especially

small- and medium-sized enterprises, prefer using data center colocation services rather than

investing huge capital in developing their own data centers. Colocation data center mainly

requires operating expenses, thus, avoiding the upfront costs. Enterprises with local presence, in

particular, have been following the trend of leasing space from colocation providers.

The COVID-19 outbreak has a positively impact on the growth of the data center colocation
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industry as data center colocation technologies are helping enterprises to address the extensive

capacity demand of data storage and data transfer. Rapid spread of COVID-19 has considerably

increases data traffic. In addition, upsurge has been observed in the storage volume

requirement due to the pandemic driven by proliferation of emerging technologies such as

artificial intelligence (AI), big data, and Internet of things (IoT). This will continue to drive the data

center colocation investments across the global market. The industry players such as Amazon,

Google, Facebook, and NTT communication are continue to spending on data centers colocation.

For instance, in January 2020, NTT communication setup its data center colocation facility on the

Honolulu, Hawaii islands in Pacific ocean . There is growing need to ensure the data center

colocation service providers are having enough ability and capacity to deliver data center

colocation with high performance during the increased traffic demand.

Purchase Enquiry: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/purchase-enquiry/338

Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic is opportunistic for the data center colocation market growth

as data center colocation help organization enable their business objective. Data center

colocation industry is observing growing popularity and attention of researchers in both industry

and academia as a means to data searching costs and produce the revenue streams for service

providers due to the features in networking. During the COVID-19 pandemic, organizations that

deployed data center colocation earlier have been able to quickly adjust to the new partners and

business requirements that were resulting due to work-from-home mandates. Data center

colocation help organizations to cope with the ongoing pandemic and maintain economically

positive operations.

This report gives an in-depth profile of some key market players in the data center colocation

market, which include CHINA TELECOM CORPORATION LIMITED, CoreSite Realty Corporation,

CYRUSONE INC, CYXTERA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., DIGITAL REALTY TRUST, INC., EQUINIX, INC.,

Global Switch, KDDI CORPORATION, and NTT Communications Corporation. This study includes

data center colocation market trends, data center colocation market analysis, and future

estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.

Trending Reports:

AI Powered Storage Market: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/A09518

Automatic Content Recognition Market: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-

sample/A06942

In-memory Database Market: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/A31497

Lease Management Market: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/A31717

About Us:

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports Insights" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to
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provide business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions

and achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domain.
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